WHERE WILL iD TECH TAKE YOU?

TODAY, iD TECH. TOMORROW, YOUR DREAM CAREER.
Six distinct tech programs

**iD Tech Camps**
Ages 7–17, co-ed | Weeklong, beg-adv | 150+ locations
Our flagship co-ed experience offers courses for every interest in a well-balanced, fun environment.

**Alexa Café**
Ages 10–15, all-girls | Weeklong, beg-adv | 15+ locations
Our all-girls program features a unique mix of tech and social impact in a stylish, empowering setting.

**iD Coding & AI Academy**
Ages 13–18, co-ed | 2 weeks, beg-adv | 15+ locations
Push the boundaries of software and build in-demand skills in this intensive, pre-collegiate experience.

**iD Game Dev Academy**
Ages 13–18, co-ed | 2 weeks, beg-adv | 10+ locations
Get immersed in an intensive, collaborative game studio, or dive into the industries of eSports and data science.

**AcademyNEXT**
Ages 16–19, co-ed | 3 weeks, advanced | 1 location
Startup culture, bleeding-edge tech, and recruitment opportunities collide in this bootcamp for our most experienced students.

**Online Private Lessons**
Ages 7–19, beg-adv
Prep for a summer course, continue learning after camp, or dive in to a new topic anytime.
iD Tech’s Fortnite Camps blend the hottest title out right now with real-world skills for a future in game design or development.

NINJA
The top competitive gamer on the planet

iD TECH IS THE OFFICIAL EDUCATIONAL PARTNER OF NINJA

With over eleven million followers, Tyler “Ninja” Blevins is the world’s most popular video game streamer on Twitch. With curriculum inspired by Ninja himself—as well as our official partnership with Epic Games—we offer fully licensed Fortnite and Unreal Engine 4 courses for a one-of-a-kind experience.
Only at iD TECH

FROM SUMMER CAMP STARTUP TO #1 IN STEM EDUCATION

Over 20 years ago, our family pioneered the nation’s first tech camps for kids and teens. We now serve over 50,000 students per year, spreading Silicon Valley startup culture around the world. Our mission is to create life-changing tech experiences that embolden students to shape the future.

- 400,000 alumni
- 150+ prestigious locations
- World-class, tech-savvy staff
- Small class sizes guaranteed
- Industry-standard software & hardware
- 9 out of 10 alumni pursue STEM careers
- 97% of alumni attend a 4-year college
- 108% increase in girls from 2015–2018

Only at iD TECH
FROM SUMMER CAMP STARTUP TO #1 IN STEM EDUCATION

Over 20 years ago, our family pioneered the nation’s first tech camps for kids and teens. We now serve over 50,000 students per year, spreading Silicon Valley startup culture around the world. Our mission is to create life-changing tech experiences that embolden students to shape the future.
PUSHING FOR 
parity

Our sights are set on 50/50 gender parity across our programs and in the tech space as a whole.

I’ve seen firsthand how iD Tech programs are getting people started in tech, especially girls who deserve the support they need to succeed in STEM. Thank you for all you’re doing to inspire the next generation of leaders.

Sheryl Sandberg, COO of Facebook
The iD Tech Pathway™

The iD Tech Pathway™ begins with our renowned summer programs and year-round, Online Private Lessons, taking students ages 7-19 on a long-term STEM learning journey. Explore, have fun, and hone your skills at our camps, progress to our teen-only Academies, then graduate to AcademyNEXT, our capstone program where you’ll interface with top recruiters.

YOUR PATHWAY
starts here
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“iD Tech has been a life-changing experience. In just one week, I learned more about coding than I thought I ever would.”

Rachel S.
iD Tech Camps student at Stanford University
Welcome to the original tech camp, built around YOU. Code a mobile app. Develop your own video game. Design Fortnite-inspired levels. Produce a viral YouTube video. Or, dive into the world of AI.

Our flagship program blends world-class instruction with fun camp activities. In each session, you'll explore an inspiring campus, make new friends, and build skills that prepare you for a world with millions of open STEM jobs.

**iD Tech Camps features:**

- 30+ innovative courses for all skill levels
- A taste of independence and a glimpse into collegiate life
- A fun-filled daily schedule with approximately five hours of learning, two hours of socializing and activities, and flexible free time to finesse projects and unwind with games

**Serious skills, serious fun!**

**Details**

- Ages 7–17, co-ed
- Weeklong summer sessions
- Day or overnight, weekends optional
- 150+ locations
- Starts at $849 USD

**Did you know?**

Through our partnership with Epic Games, we offer officially licensed Fortnite Camps using Unreal Engine 4.
iD Tech Camps courses

COURSES FOR ages 7-9

- Code-a-Bot: AI and Robotics with Your Own Cozmo
- RoboCoder: Robotics and Visual Coding with LEGO
- WorldBuilder: Game Design with Minecraft
- NEW MovieMaker: Create Videos and Shorts with Adobe

COURSES FOR ages 10-12

- Coding and Engineering 101
- Game Design 101
- Mobile Game Development for iPhone and Android
- NEW Java Coding: Custom Blocks and Maps in Minecraft
- NEW Roblox Entrepreneur: Imaginative Game Design
- NEW Roblox Entrepreneur: Lua Coding and Game Scripts
- NEW Python Coding and AI with Take-Home Cozmo
- 3D Printing and Modeling with Take-Home Printer
- Build and Code Your Own Take-Home Laptop
- Video Production: Start Your Own YouTube Channel
- YouTube Gamecasting and Video Production
- Robotics and Visual Programming Lab with VEX
- Java Coding: Build Mods with Minecraft

NEW

NEW

NEW
COURSES FOR ages 13-17

Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning

Assemble Your Take-Home Laptop and Code in Python

Code Apps with C++

Digital Video Production: Start a YouTube Channel

Cybersecurity and Encryption

Develop and Code Games with C++

NEW Intro to Coding for Machine Learning

Fortnite Camp and Unreal Engine Level Design

Game Design and Development 101

Program Gameplay Mechanics with Unreal Engine 4

Java Coding and Game Development

Level Design and Cinematics with Unreal Engine 4

Video Production and Special Effects for YouTube

Robotics Engineering and Coding Lab with VEX

NEW VR Design with Unity and Oculus Go

NEW Twitch Game Streaming and Video Production

NEW 3D Modeling and Printing with Take-Home Printer

3D Modeling with Autodesk Maya

NEW 3D Modeling with Autodesk Maya
Alexa Café has changed me forever. I am a stronger, braver, and more confident person than before.

Annaka S.
Alexa Café student
Inspired & empowered

Inspired by iD Tech co-founder Alexa Ingram-Cauchi, our all-girls experience blends tech, entrepreneurship, and social impact in a fresh, café-like setting. Big ideas come to life amidst moon chairs and stylish decor.

Whether you want to code an app for charity, 3D model and print essential tools, or discover the possibilities of AI with Cozmo, you’ll collaborate with new friends and create a project you’re passionate about.

**Alexa Café features:**

- An inclusive, empowering environment
- A focus on philanthropy and social causes
- An emphasis on leadership and entrepreneurship
- An exciting daily schedule with approximately five hours of learning, two hours of socializing and activities, and flexible free time to finesse projects, do crafts, unwind with friends, and more

**Courses**

- **3D Studio:** Modeling and Animation with Maya
- **AI Lab:** Robotics and Coding with Take-Home Cozmo
- **Code Café:** Create Apps with Java
- **Photo Booth:** Pro Photography for Instagram
- **Print Shop:** 3D Printing with Take-Home Printer
- **Film Studio:** Video Production for YouTube
- **NEW Robo Squad:** Robotics and Coding with VEX

Courses vary by location and are subject to change.
I got my programming start at iD Tech, then graduated from MIT.

Ian C.
Founder and President, Synapse Technology Corporation
Intensive coding experience

This immersive, pre-collegiate program is ideal for teens with a passion for coding, engineering, and AI. Dive into hot topics like machine learning and deep neural networks, cryptography, game programming with C++, robotics engineering, and more.

A PATHWAY TO YOUR DREAM CAREER

Build in-demand skills sought after by Apple, Samsung, Amazon, NASA, and Tesla.

PREPARE FOR COLLEGE

Academies include a personalized online college advising session and professional portfolio-building with iFOLIO. Prepare to wow the admissions office!

INDUSTRY INSIGHTS

Gain insights from guest speakers or tour major companies like Google, Microsoft, and Facebook. Industry insights vary by location.

Courses vary by location and are subject to change.

Details

Ages 13–18, co-ed
Two-week summer sessions
Overnight included, weekends optional
15+ locations
Starts at $3,899 USD

Did you know?

Computer science graduates earn 40% more than the college average.
iD Tech helped launch my career in the gaming industry.

Collin M.
Software Developer, Electronic Arts
Break into the gaming industry

Take on the role of a 3D modeler, gameplay programmer, or level designer in this collaborative studio experience. You’ll learn the full development cycle of game production and team up with your peers to conceptualize and create your dream game. We’ve also added new courses in character design, eSports, and data science.

A PATHWAY TO YOUR DREAM CAREER

Kick-start your future working for companies like Valve, Ubisoft, and Nvidia—or launch your own indie studio.

PREPARE FOR COLLEGE

Academies include a personalized online college advising session and professional portfolio-building with iFOLIO. Prepare to wow the admissions office!

INDUSTRY INSIGHTS

Gain insights from guest speakers or tour major companies like EA, Microsoft, and Obsidian. Industry insights vary by location.

Details

Ages 13–18, co-ed
Two-week summer sessions
Overnight included, weekends optional
10+ locations
Starts at $3,899 USD

Did you know?

$102k is the average salary for game developers in the US.

Courses

- NEW 3D Modeling: Character Design with Autodesk Maya
- 3D Modeling: Environment Art with Autodesk Maya
- C++ Programming and Unreal Game Development
- NEW Data Science and Strategies with Overwatch
- NEW Fortnite and eSports Production
- Unreal Engine 4 Level Design and VR Lab

Courses vary by location and are subject to change.
AcademyNEXT was WILD. It was unlike anything I have ever experienced before. Super vigorous, and honestly, the lessons kicked my butt! It was so cool to be learning about things like quantum computers; the feeling of gratification after being challenged to do something you’ve never done before is indescribable.”

Brijae B.
AcademyNEXT student
Get fully immersed in the latest in breakthrough data science, machine learning, and artificial intelligence. Tackle some of the world’s biggest problems, show off your skills and creativity, build an impressive digital portfolio, and leave with a clear path to your dream career.

Exclusive to AcademyNEXT:

- iD Tech’s finest instructors and cutting-edge curriculum inspired by GoogleX experts
- Weekly opportunities to interface with top Silicon Valley recruiters
- Industry-inspired startup culture and visits to iconic tech companies

Details

- Ages 16-19, co-ed
- Three-week summer sessions
- Overnight and weekends included
- Held at Stanford University
- $9,499 USD All-inclusive

Note: To view eligibility requirements and apply for AcademyNEXT, visit: iDTech.com/academy-next

AcademyNEXT students get a glimpse of life at Nvidia’s Silicon Valley campus.
USA locations

**ALABAMA**
The University of Alabama at Birmingham

**ARIZONA**
Arizona State University

**CALIFORNIA - NORTHERN**
Carondelet High School
Dominican University
Las Positas College
Palo Alto High School
Sacramento State
San Francisco State University
San Jose State University
Santa Clara University
Sonoma Country Day School
St. Mary's College of California
Stanford University
UC Berkeley
West Valley College

**CALIFORNIA - SOUTHERN**
Biola University
Cal Lutheran University
Cal Poly Pomona
CalArts
Caltech
CSU Long Beach
CSU San Marcos
Loyola Marymount University
Marymount California University
Mayfield Junior School
Pepperdine University - Encino Graduate Campus
Pepperdine University - Malibu Campus
UC Irvine
UC San Diego
UC Santa Barbara
UCLA
University of San Diego
COLORADO
Colorado State University
Mile High Academy
University of Colorado Boulder
University of Denver

CONNECTICUT
Connecticut College
Fairfield University
SCSU
Trinity College
Wesleyan University

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
American University
Georgetown University

FLORIDA
Florida Atlantic University
Nova Southeastern University
Rollins College
University of Miami
University of North Florida
University of South Florida

GEORGIA
Emory University
Georgia Tech

ILLINOIS
Benedictine University
GEMS World Academy
Judson University
Lake Forest College
Loyola University
Northwestern University

INDIANA
Butler University
Purdue University

KENTUCKY
University of Louisville – Shelby Campus

LOUISIANA
Tulane University

MARYLAND
Johns Hopkins University – Rockville
Towson University
University of Maryland

MASSACHUSETTS
Amherst College
Bentley University
Curry College
Endicott College
Harvard Law School:
1585 Massachusetts Ave
Lasell College
MIT Campus
Olin College of Engineering
St. Mark’s School
UMass Lowell

MICHIGAN
Oakland University
University of Michigan

MINNESOTA
Macalester College

MISSOURI
University of Missouri – KC
Wash U in St. Louis

NEVADA
Alexander Dawson School
UNLV

NEW HAMPSHIRE
SNHU
NEW JERSEY
Fairleigh Dickinson University - Madison
Kean University
Kent Place School
Monmouth University
Montclair State University
Princeton
Ramapo College
Rowan College - Mount Laurel
Seton Hall University

NEW YORK
Adelphi University
Columbia University
Iona College
Manhattanville College
Marymount Manhattan College
NYIT - Manhattan
NYIT - Old Westbury
NYU - 10th Street
NYU - Washington Square
Pace University - Manhattan
Pace University - Westchester
Queens College
Stony Brook University
SUNY New Paltz

NEW YORK
Adelphi University
Columbia University
Iona College

NORTH CAROLINA
Davidson College
NC State
Queens University of Charlotte
UNC-Chapel Hill
UNC-Greensboro

OHIO
Case Western Reserve
Ohio State University
Xavier University

OREGON
Lewis & Clark College

PENNSYLVANIA
Arcadia University
Bryn Mawr College
Carnegie Mellon University
Lehigh University

University of Pennsylvania
Villanova University
West Chester University

TENNESSEE
University of Memphis
Vanderbilt University

TEXAS
Austin
Rice University
Southern Methodist University
St. Edward's University
Texas Christian University
The University of Texas at Dallas
The University of Texas at San Antonio
The Village School - Houston
Trinity University
Westlake Academy

VERMONT
University of Vermont

VIRGINIA
College of William and Mary
University of Richmond
University of Virginia
Virginia Tech - Falls Church

WASHINGTON
Bellevue College
Eton School
University of Puget Sound
UW – Bothell
UW – Seattle

WISCONSIN
Carroll University
Marquette University
University of Wisconsin - Madison
GLOBAL locations

HONG KONG
The Chinese University of Hong Kong
The University of Hong Kong

SINGAPORE
National University of Singapore

SOUTH KOREA
Seoul National University

TAIWAN
Ming Chuan University

UNITED KINGDOM
Imperial College London
University of Cambridge

Please note: The use of location names is solely for the purpose of identifying locations at which iD Tech is delivering the programs. iD Tech programs are not university sponsored and are not affiliated with the locations mentioned herein. The locations mentioned are not involved in or responsible for the quality, suitability, delivery, or other aspects of iD Tech programs in any way. Per Massachusetts state law, “This camp must comply with regulations of the Massachusetts Department of Public Health and be licensed by the local Board of Health. Parents may request copies of background checks, health care and discipline policies, as well as procedures for filing grievances.” (105 CMR 430.00, 430.190 C, D.) Per New York state law, “This camp must comply with regulations of the New York State Department of Health (State Sanitary Code Subpart 7-2) and be licensed by the local Board of Health and inspected twice yearly. The inspection reports are filed at the local Department of Health offices in each county."
PASSIONATE instructors

Want to learn from an EA game design guru? A software engineering undergrad from RIT? Or how about a graphic designer from Warner Brothers? Our selective hiring practices and in-person trainings cultivate the most talented, passionate instructors—with the personalities and real-world experience to match.

• Thorough background checks and extensive in-person trainings
• All-adult staff, no counselors-in-training
• Small class size guaranteed (maximum of 10 students per instructor) for personalized learning
From dress-up days, raffles, and outdoor activities to gaming tournaments, music video parodies, and pie-your-instructor Fridays, our fun camp culture takes the pressure off so students can develop their passions and thrive.
"This was the best week of my LIFE! It was so much fun and I learned SO much!"

Taylor M.
iD Tech student
at UCLA
Ready to impress the admissions office at your dream college? Our college prep add-ons include:

**Continuing Education Units**
**Ages 13+**

Issued by Villanova, CEUs certify completion of courses with college-level difficulty, assist with advanced placement, and help you reach your educational goals.

**College Advising Sessions**
**Ages 13+**

In each 60-minute, one-on-one online session, you’ll discover insights, tips, and tools that give you an edge for college.

College prep add-ons can be purchased in conjunction with a summer program. Pricing information and eligibility details are available during checkout. College Advising Sessions are included in Academy tuition.
The iD Tech Pathway™ in action

iD Tech students are going on to achieve BIG things in the tech world and beyond. Where will the iD Tech Pathway™ take you?

Rebecca G.
Program Manager at Microsoft

After attending iD Tech, Rebecca returned as an instructor, founded the nonprofit CoderDojo NYC, and landed her dream job at Microsoft.

Jessica H.
Production Coordinator at WB

This iD Tech student-turned-instructor went on to launch her career in the film industry, securing coveted positions at DreamWorks and Warner Brothers.

Matthew D.
Software Engineer at Google

After building his coding skills at iD Tech, Matthew kickstarted his career with internships at the world’s most iconic tech companies.
CAN’T WAIT ‘TIL SUMMER?
Start learning now!

Online Private Lessons

Our year-round Online Private Lessons are the perfect way to prep for a summer course, continue learning after camp, or dive in to a new topic anytime. With one-on-one instruction, your student will build in-demand tech skills from the comfort of home. Start now at: iDTech.com/online

Stress-free flexibility
Sessions can be tailored to fit your family’s busy schedule.

In-demand tech topics
Perfect for aspiring coders, game developers, robotics engineers, and designers.

iD Tech-certified instructors
We retain our finest summer staff to foster your student’s long-term skill development.

Post-session progress reports
Receive a detailed recap of your student’s efforts and wins.
REGISTER today

World-class Camp Specialists
Whether you need help selecting the perfect course, have questions about our curriculum, or need to make changes, our dedicated Camp Specialists have got you covered.

Freedom to make changes
Enroll now and make as many changes as you like—with no fees—up to 3 weeks before your session starts.

Flexible payment options
Reserve your child’s spot with a $285 deposit per week of camp and pay the balance by May. We also offer monthly payment plans.

Get started at iDTech.com

Save $60 with code: SUMMER2019
Courses are selling out. Register today!

We’re here to help!
Toll Free: 1-888-709-8324
International: 1-408-871-3700
Email: info@iDTech.com
Quite simply, iD Tech is the best of the best and the world knows it.

Sue D.
Parent, Carnegie Mellon

This is truly one of the best decisions a parent can make. This is a must!

Carrie B.
Parent, Vanderbilt University

Save $60 with code SUMMER2019

Courses are selling out. Register today!